
Red  
What is the subject of the statue? Golden Buddha 

How does it make you feel? Feel in awe, or so much smaller 

Which religion do you think the statue represents? Buddhism - they worship Buddha 

Why do you like this statue and why? Inside there are 125 000 smaller statues 

How is it decorated? It is made of bronze and covered thinly with gold leaf 

 

Yellow  
What is the subject of the statue? Giant Buddha / Shiva 

How does it make you feel? Feel respect and overwhelmed / Grateful and protected 

Which religion do you think the statues represent?  Buddhism - they worship Buddha 
/ Hinduism - Shiva has more than two arms 

Why do you think that it is important? Buddhists are reminded of Siddhartha 
Gautama - the origins Buddhist / Shiva is part of the trinity -Shiva, Brahma and 
Vishnu 

Where in the world do you think this statue is from? China - huge Buddhist following  
/ India - Hinduism has many gods. Shiva is one of them 

Is it decorated? How? It is carved out of a hillside. No painting / White, has beads, 
has 4 arms 

Green: This will differ depending on the statues researched. No statues for Judaism 
and Islam 
What is the subject of the statue? Buddhism - they worship Buddha / Hinduism - 
Shiva has more than two arms / Christianity - Christ 

How does it make you feel? Feel respect and overwhelmed / Grateful and protected / 
Makes me feel welcomed 

Which religion do you think the statues represent? Why? Buddhism - they worship 
Buddha / Hinduism - Shiva has more than two arms / Christianity - similar to images 
of Christ 



Where in the world do you think this statue is from? China - huge Buddhist following  
/ India - Hinduism has many gods. Shiva is one of them / This one is in Brazil - 
Catholic church is dominant 

Why do you think that it is this statue important? Buddha is the one who found the 
path to Enlightenment - when a Buddhist finds the truth about life and stops being 
reborn. This statue reminds them of that. / Shiva is one of the trinity - very important 
god / It is a symbol of Brazilian Christianity 

Which one do you prefer and why? Like the decorations / Like what it stands for / 
Likes how it makes me feel.  

 


